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More Helpful in Every
Respect than Anyone Else
People Change and
Company organization
Change

To p M e s s a g e

JECC keeps being of help to the world.
In

other

words,

through

our

initiative

to

transform an enterprise into an organization
based on “demand-creation type management that
puts corporate philosophy into practice,” we enter
into a partnership with a client and render help to

“People can change.”
Everything starts with this belief.
Every single person is born with a mission to be of help to
someone. And we find it most fulfilling, when we are working
towards achieving that mission.

the client. Then, the client may become a partner

The infinite potential and power that humans have.

with their client, who will be chosen by their

the potentialities. Aspiration for being of help to people around

client repeatedly.

“OYAKUDACHI (helpfulness and contribution)” is the source of
you and being thanked by them is a desire innate in people and
a sign of your presence. In other words, being aware of the
mission of being of help to people around you or society

The circle of being of help becomes widespread

changes your way of thinking and behavior, which in turn allows
you to accomplish work that none other than you can do.

not only in Japan but also in other parts of the

Based on this philosophy, JECC develops and offers techniques

world infinitely.

Human resources that can change their beliefs for the advantage

This is the ideal world that we aspire to create.

and methods that change people at jobsites and companies.
of others. An organization that can keep taking up challenges
through collaboration and co-creation to realize its corporate
philosophy. By establishing these human resources and
organization, we help an enterprise build an organization that
will neither collapse nor perish and keep prospering throughout
the ages.
“Disseminating OYAKUDACHI-DO (the spirit of helpfulness and
contribution) to create an economic society filled with the spirit”
– To realize this vision, JECC will continue to move diligent efforts
forward with our clients

Kohei Kasai
President
JECC Co., Ltd.

A view from JECC Head Office (Sunshine 60 Building, 20th floor)

Corporate
Philosophy

Reform Behavioral Theory and Innovate Syntality, thereby
Promoting the Development of Enterprises.

P hilosophy

JECC has conducted business based on this corporate philosophy over more than half a century since its foundation.
Today, enterprises are required not only to respond to demand but to keep generating it as well. To help our client realize
corporate activities that keep creating demand, JECC renders an extensive range of services from consulting to training
and education, to diagnosis based on reforming behavioral theory and innovating syntality. Through these, we assist you
in developing creative human resources and organization.

Directly-linked-to-Result Theory
Reform of Behavioral Theory

Innovation of Syntality
group expressed in terms of “challenge, cooperation,

It is difficult to change “one’s nature.” However, when

and OYAKUDACHI (helpfulness and contribution).”

one’s behavioral theory changes, his/her words and

The influence of the group is beyond measure. Once

deeds change accordingly. Furthermore, once

everyone takes it for granted to “collaborate and keep

individuals learn how to change their behavioral

creating new value for the sake of a better society,” this

theories, they are able to continue developing

will bring out their potential and motivate them to

themselves by themselves.

demonstrate exceptional wisdom and performance.

Strong
Medium

OYAKUDACHI

Syntality—It represents characteristics of a creative

people’s way of thinking and behavior.

(helpfulness and
contribution)

Behavioral theory—It is a belief that shapes

3-axis of Syntality

Weak
Strong
Strong
Medium
Medium
Weak Weak

Cooperation

Challenge

OYAKUDACHI (helpfulness and contribution)

Behavioral Theory Reform Model®
- unique to JECC

The “OYAKUDACHI” culture to
realize reform

JECC aims to develop human resources that realize the
corporate philosophy and keep generating demand. To
that end, JECC leverages the Behavioral Theory Reform
Model designed to reform your behavioral theory on your
own (the view of your job, organization, humans, etc.),

JECC zeroes in on three values that significantly influence
business management reform, i.e., “challenge, cooperation,
and OYAKUDACHI (helpfulness and contribution),” together
with behavioral patterns based on these values. We call an
organizational culture characterized by these three
perspectives syntality.

Enhancing the metacognition ability
that achieves greater results
If you let metacognition work, you will be able to identify
stereotypical views that apply the brakes on performing
better, rectify them and set them free on your own, thereby
allowing you to take action that can lead to a result.
*Metacognition is to perceive (observe) your own
“movement of the mind, such as perception, thinking or
emotion” objectively and correct it.

The culture of OYAKUDACHI-DO (the spirit of helpfulness and
contribution) points to the state in which these three values
and your behavioral pattern are all at a high level (see the
green part on the figure on the right).
In order to reform syntality, you should work on it little by
little through day-to-day business management activities.
Against this backdrop, JECC simplified and narrowed down
necessary items for business management activities to 10
functions.
Untiring day-to-day execution of business management
activities with these points in mind will work on the three
axes and the culture of OYAKUDACHI-DO will be cultivated.

JECC has a directly-linked-to-result theory
that was created as a result of practical
business at job sites and underpinned by the
academic field called behavioral science.
Thanks to its practical and theoretical
know-how, it becomes possible to promote
a behavioral change.

Consulting
We will promote management reform in cooperation with the
client as we identify the current situation, penetrate/rework

Willingness to be helpful and to contribute
to the market and society, and behavioral
patterns based on that value

philosophy and strategy, reform the system and institution,

Challenge

Training Programs

Sense of values that try to keep taking
up any type of challenge and behavioral
patterns based on them

conduct reform training and measure the results together.

Through a wide array of training programs that strengthen
human skills and conceptual skills, we will help individuals
and groups promote innovation.

Cooperation
Willingness to collaborate and create value
with others, and behavioral patterns based
on that value

Diagnosis
We have developed an organizational culture diagnosis program
jointly with Keio University’s Graduate School of System Design and
Management. In addition to this, using awareness diagnostics

If the three values and behavioral
patterns based on them are all
strong, it can safely be said that it is
an organizational climate where the
company’s sustainable growth can be
achieved more easily.

designed for administrative staff/salespeople/service engineers/senior
managers, we tailor and offer prospective solutions for clients.

Contents Production (publication and tool)
Our quarterly magazine called “kodojin,” books and teaching
tools will assist you in reforming business management,
changing behavior, and innovating a corporate climate.

Activit y

By leveraging “Demand-Creation-Type Management through Realizing Corporate
Philosophy,” we will keep being of help to society, markets and clients as well.

Our
Commitment

Enterprises offer values to clients and improve society or markets through realizing their “corporate philosophy and

Ensuring client outcome improvement

vision.” JECC defines it as “The being-of-help spirit-based demand-creation type management that puts corporate
philosophy into practice (CPM=consulting partnership marketing management).” By mastering this, we realize
business management that will neither collapse nor perish.

From “transaction” to “partnership”
Expansion of demand
creation cycle

The Flow of Realizing “Demand Creation
Integrated through Philosophy”

partnership
取り組み

Feeding-back

Transaction

Company

6

Company

Evolve the spirit of OYAKUDACHI
further based on these initiatives
・New product/service development
・New market entry

2
Foresight the client’s
client’s direction
of reform
(identify potential
demand)

JECC
Value
creation
based on
philosophy
and vision

Integration through philosophy

Client

1
We foresight the reform direction
of the client’s clients or
the market, thereby identifying
potential demand

Client

1

Client’s
client

5

Offer new value

(actualize potential demand and offer
value (realization of demand creation))

Co-create value
4 with the client

3

Diamond-shape contact point
Client

4

CPM management-based integration

Rectifying a “torsion” in reform
through “reforming behavioral
theory” and “innovating syntality”

5

We foresight the reform direction of the client’s clients or the market, thereby identifying potential demand.

2

We concurrently identify the client’s direction of reform.

3

We make a “hypothetical value creation proposal,” which helps the client implement a reform and be chosen by its clients, responsibly with
confidence in our own strength.

4

Through the steps 1 - 3 above, we integrate with the client in terms of philosophy and become collaborative partners, thereby creating value together.

5

We offer new value to “the client’s clients,” realizing demand creation.

Through implementing the steps 1 - 5 above, JECC and the client become collaborative lifetime partners integrated in terms of philosophy, making it possible to keep generating demand.
6

We translate know-how generated from the aforementioned initiatives into greater help

Co-creation (reform) partner

PDCA (Plan, Do, Check, Act)cycle

Operational
system

Operational
system

Reform of
behavioral
theory
Innovation of
syntality

Business
strategy

Co-creating a reform
concept and scenario
Build the core of success
Companywide reform initiative

Individual
awareness

Infinite growth and
evolution through
demand creation

Stagnation of growth

Business management
reform assistance process

Sharing of current state

Integration of medium-term plans

Aims at creating an infinite cycle of demand
creation while producing results

Sharing of the ideal state
1

(client’s client)

Integration of aspirations, targets, action plans
and measuring methods

Client interface

Agreement to reform management with an eye toward
demand creation integrated through philosophy

Propose hypothetical
value creation

Market

Lifetime partnership regarding strategy, system
building and others

Organizational response not only
by those in charge but by the Company
management as well
2

Client

partnership

Commitment as permanent value-creation partnership

5 key “partnership” requirements

3

Permanent value-creation partnership

Expansion of demand creation cycle

Unlike the conventional transactional relationship, i.e., seller and
buyer, JECC helps the client reform the relationship into the
counterpart based on a partnership that creates the situation
where “the client is continuously chosen by its clients” together.

Business
strategy

Corporate
philosophy

Corporate
philosophy

Individual awareness
Individual behavior

Individual behavior

Individual &
Organization
Power

People change at jobsites, prompting an enterprise to change.
Each one of us is JECC.

The “quaternity” where four functions cooperate
■

Producer (sales/marketing)

Get close to clients and identify people/organization challenges
and problems facing them as well as propose consulting and
education/training programs best suited to each client; assist
ongoing outcome improvement and management reform
at business sites.

■

Solution Agent

Provide specialized services including organization diagnosis and
awareness diagnosis as well as those related to mental health,
global expansion, publishing, marketing, event organization,
legal matters; support clients from a variety of perspectives such
as service improvement and product development.

■

Consultant

Provide practical instruction regarding “demand creation type management
that puts corporate philosophy into practice” at training and consulting
sites; all consultants are trained in the JECC-accredited education
curriculum; guided by common instruction principles, they are on the move,
bringing with them diverse individual careers and experiences.

■

Sales Promotion Assistant (SPA)

Liaise and communicate with clients; track current project
details/progress and individual staff activities; based on this
knowledge, respond to a wide range of requests and inquiries from
clients in a diligent and attentive manner and support smooth
project execution.

The internal system to
enhance the quality of the
being-of-help initiative

Human
Resources

1

JECC philosophy education to establish common values among staff

2

Consistent quality based on consultant charter

3

Licensure examination for course repertoire expansion

4

Licensure examination for awareness diagnosis analysts

5

Theme-based team specialization

6

Client-specific project implementation

7

Regularly scheduled learning workshops for quality improvement

8

Compliance education mandatory for all employees

Corporate
History

JECC has pursued the spirit of OYAKUDACHI over half a century.
Our efforts to link the theory with jobsites by setting up the ladder will
expand into the whole world.

1964-1979

1964 ■ Launched a wide variety of training programs, such as the “training camp to
bolster salespersons’ abilities.”
1966 ■ Reorganized into a company limited.
1968 ■ Developed the Consulting Sales Talk (CST) Theory.
1971 ■ Developed the Leadership Process Theory.
■ Launched the “leadership process training camp to bolster business
managers’ abilities (LP).”
1972 ■ Established the Osaka Branch Office.
1974 ■ Developed and launched the “newly-recruited employees’ training (S).”
1975 ■ Published the “Kodojin” in booklet form.
1976 ■ The LP teaching material obtained the utility model patent.
1979 ■ Developed and launched the “training program to enhance servicemen’s
interpersonal skills” (SV)

1964

1970

1972

Founded as the Japan
Executive Confabulation Center

Yoshiomi Miyamoto,
Founder and President

2011

Began publishing the quarterly
magazine “Kodojin” (tabloid)

Started the “Philosophy Practice Management Study
Group,” inviting Edgar H Schein, Professor Emeritus at
the MIT Sloan School of Management and Toshihiro
Kanai, Professor at Graduate School of Business
Administration, Kobe University as the advisors.

1990

1980
1985

Invited Mr. Peter F. Drucker to
commemorate the 20th anniversary
of the company’ s foundation.

1980-1999

1964

Histor y
&
Profi le

1980 ■ Developed and launched the “training camp to
bolster sales managers’ abilities (SM).”
1984 ■ The company was renamed as JECC Co., Ltd.
1985 ■ Organized the Drucker Seminar.
■ Launched the “Manabisuto (learner) Award” campaign.
(As part of mecenat activities for social contribution)
1989 ■ Established the Nagoya Sales Office.
1990 ■ Developed and launched the “(Oriental thought-based)
training programs to bolster the ability to solve problems
creatively (MK).”
■ Developed and launched the “training programs to
bolster the ability to build strategy to generate
customers (MS).”

■Foundation: June, 1964
■Establishment: September, 1966
■Capital: 272 million yen
■Representative Director and
President: Kohei Kasai

2010

2000

2015

2013

Held the thanks event to commemorate
the 50th anniversary of the foundation.

Established the China office.

2014

China office

Established the representative
office in Vietnam

2000-2009

Representative
office in Viet Nam

2000 ■ Announced the Consulting Partnership 2007 ■ Announced branding as freshly-created JECC – CPM Management
Marketing Management (CPM) strategy.
Reform Support provider and revamped corporate logo mark.
2002 ■ Launched the Personal Information Protection Business. 2008 ■ Opened updated CPM Management Reform Support courses one by one.
2005 ■ Launched the Mental Health Business.
2009 ■ Developed and launched the “Course to Nurture Creative Human
■ Defined the New Behavioral Theory and
Resources that Can Design Their Career on Their Own” (CDC).
announced the Behavioral Theory Reform Model.
2006 ■ Announced the New Syntality Theory.

Company Profile
■Name of Company: JECC Co., Ltd.

2015

NEXT
STAGE

2010～

2012 ■ Developed and launched the “mental power
enhancement leadership course (MPL).”
■ Developed the “mental gym PowerUP.”
2014 ■ The 50 th anniversary of the foundation.
■ Announced renewal of the New Syntality Theory.
2016 ■Established the Vietnam office.

Business Bases
■Business: Support for promoting reform to realize demand-creation
type management that puts corporate philosophy into practice
● Consulting
●

Training Programs

●

Diagnosis

●

Content Production (publication and tool)

■Track Records:The number of companies that JECC has supported:
Approx. 22 thousand companies
The number of those who have participated in JECC’s
training programs: 2.63 million people in total

■Head Office

Sunshine 60 Bldg. 20F, 3-1-1 Higashi-Ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 170-6020 TEL: +81-3-3986-6365 (Main)

■Osaka Branch Office

Shin-Osaka Front Bldg. 7F, 4-1-9 Miyahara, Yodogawa-ku, Osaka- shi, Osaka 532-0003 TEL: +81-6-6394-8335 (Main)

■Nagoya Sales Office

Fushimi IT Bldg. 4F, 1-4-25 Nishiki, Naka-ku, Nagoya-shi, Aichi 460-0003 TEL: +81-52-212-1621 (Main)

■China Office
JECC Co., Ltd.

38F, Yueyang Plaza, No.1601, Nanjing West Road, Jing’an District, Shanghai 200040
TEL: + 86-21-6137-3233

Floor 8, A Tower, Sky City Tower, 88 Lang Ha, Lang Ha Ward, Dong Da District, Ha Noi City, Vietnam
■Vietnam Office
JECC VIETNAM CO., LTD TEL: + 84-24-2283-4888

